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1. It is a remarkable feature of intuitionist functional analysis that 
the Hilbert space 1s (consisting of all complex sequences f= (/(n)),“=, with 
convergent z, lf(nY) is not self-dual, but that its dual space is bs 
which consists of all sequences f= (f(n)):-, with bounded c,“=, If(rz and 
moreover, ba, which also can be conceived as the analogue of the classical 
Hilbert sequence space has Is as its dual ([3], Q 7). Clearly, 12 is a subspecies 
of b2. We notice that the dual pair 12, b2 has the property that one is a 
subspecies of the other. We shall now give a remarkable example of 
spaces lying between 12 and b2, both of which can be conceived as intu- 
itionist analogues of the classical 12, between which no inclusion relation 
holds. This is all the more remarkable, since as shown elsewhere ([5], $ 3), 
these spaces are duals of each other. 
2. We shall develop the theorems in respect of the general pth power 
for 1 <p <co. For all relevant definitions of notions in intuitionist func- 
tional analysis, we refer the reader to 141. b$ is the space of all complex 
sequences f = (f(n)),“=, for which rX1 If(n)IP is bounded while f(n) -+ 0. 
Clearly, 1~ C b@ _C bp. We prove in the first place that it is contradictory 
that for every sequence f=(f(n)),“_, contained in bgp, xcl jf(n)jp is con- 
vergent. For, assume that every such series is convergent. To every 
sequence b of l’s and 2’s extracted from the fan L (where the direction 
of the fan L consists of two nodes of order one, and each node in it con- 
taining only l’s has exactly two immediate descendants, while each node 
in which a 2 occurs somewhere has exactly one immediate descendant), 
we construct a sequence fb as follows: 
fb(n) =0 if no constituent equal to 2 occurs in the node of order 
n in b; 
= k-i/p for k < n Q 21c - 1, if a 2 occurs in b at the l&b place ; 
=0 if a 2 occurs at the lath place in b, and n> 2E. 
It is clear that x,“=, If(b)] P is bounded by 1 and given m we can calculate 
N(m) such that Ifb(n)l<2-m for every n>N(m); i.e., fn(n) --f 0 as n --f co. 
By our initial assumption the above series is convergent; assume that it 
converges to Sb. For each cc we can assert either (i) I& >&, or (ii) ]Sb] <I. 
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In the first case b cannot be equal to lM (which denotes the sequence 
1, 1, 1, . . . extracted from L) and in the second case it is contradictory 
that b is apart from l”, i.e., we can assert for each b that either b #lo3 
or b=l”, but this is known to be contradictory, which proves 
THEOREM I. 1~ cannot coincide with b,p. 
Secondly, we shall prove that bp cannot coincide with bp. We want 
to prove that it is contradictory that for each sequence in bp the nth term 
tends to zero as n + 00. Let us assume that the boundedness of r-l If(i)l~ 
implies that f(n) tends to zero as n -+ co. 
In particular, for each sequence b of l’s and 2’s extracted from the 
fan L, we construct a sequence gb as follows: 
gb(?%) = 0 if the nth constituent term of b is equal to 1; 
= 1 if the nth constituent term of b is equal to 2. 
It is obvious that 2: I@(i)\” is bounded by 1. By our initial assumption 
g!,(n) tends to zero as n --f 00 and hence we can find a natural number iV 
such that Igb(n)l < + for all n>N. This implies that no 2 can occur in b 
after the Nth term. Thus by examining the first N terms in b, it can be 
judged whether b is equal to lo3 or is apart from it. However, it is contra- 
dictory that it can be judged for every b whether it is apart from lw 
or is equal to it, which proves 
THEOREM II. hop cannot coincide with bp. 
3. We now introduce the space lb” which is the species of all those 
sequences f = (f(n)),“=, of bp for which given any sequence a = (al, as, as, . . .) 
of non-negative terms converging to zero, the series l]flla= 2“ min (If(i)/“, 
ail/(i)]) converges. Clearly, Ep _C Ibp C bp, so that as in the case of b# it 
follows that Ibp is congruent with Zp as well as with bp. Clearly Ibp contains 
b1 as 2: %lf( i )I converges if ai --f 0, and f lies in bl ([4], theos. VI and VII: 
(co)* = bl, (bl)* =co). 
The vectors gb (b ranging over L) used in the proof of theorem II above 
lie also in bl and hence in lbp, but a,s shown there, they cannot lie in bp, 
and hence, a fortiori, also cannot lie in bp; i.e., Ibp cannot be contained 
in bgp, nor can it coincide with 1~. 
We now proceed to investigate the inclusion relation between b# and 
lbp(l <~<cQ) further. We shall now prove that b# cannot be contained 
in IbP, i.e., we want to prove that it is contradictory that every f of b$ 
also lies in Ibp. For, assume that this holds. We again consider the vectors 
fb (b ranging over L) used in the proof of theorem I above. It is clear 
that x:, Ifb(i is bounded by 1, and given m we can calculate N(m) 
such that Ifb(n)/<2-m for n>N(m), i.e., fb lies in hap. By our initial as- 
sumption fb lies in lbp, i.e. zE”=, min (Ifb(i)/“, a$lfb(i)l) converges for every 
sequence a = (al, aa, . . .) 0 non-negative terms converging to zero. In f 
particular, we can take at= jfb(i)lP-‘, so that zg*=, Ifb(i converges, i.e., 
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fb lies in lp for every b in L, but this can easily be shown to be contra- 
dictory. Finally, as lbp cannot contain bgp, it cannot coincide with bp. 
We have thus proved 
THEOREM III. Neither of bp and Ibp can contain the other. Moreover, 
Ibp cannot coincide with 1~ 01 with bp. 
Finally, if a vector f lies in b@ n Ibp then, choosing ai= [f(i)/“-l (which 
converges to zero as f is in bo”), it follows that zrSl If(i) jp should converge, 
i.e. bo” n Ibp=lp. 
4. We now introduce the space brp (1 <r, <CO, 23 <r < co), analogous 
to b@, which is the species of all those vectors of bp which also lie in Iv 
and the space Tbp (1 <r<p < CQ) which is the species of all those vectors 
of bp for which, given any sequence al, aa, . . . of non-negative numbers 
such that 2 ai converges, the series liflia= CT=*=, min (If(i)/“, a@[f’i)j) 
(where l/r+ l/s= 1) is convergent. Theorems similar to theorem III can 
be proved for the spaces brp and rbp by using the fact that zc+m jfb(i)lr Z+ 
> (N/2)(1-r/p) for the vectors fb (b ranging over L) used in theorem I, 
so that these lie in bp. 
5. The question can now be raised as to whether it is possible to 
indicate a space H lying between 12 and b2 for which H” = H. If this 
could be done by imposing suitable conditions, then it would be quite 
appropriate to call such a space the intuitionist Hilbert space in preference 
to the others: it would be a self-dual space in intuitionism. However, 
for refuting this possibility, we merely notice that if 12 C H C b2, then 
(h, h*) will exist for any h in H and any h* in H*, so that if f lies in 
H n H* then (f, f)=llfil2 exists, i.e., f lies in 12. 
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